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Abstract. The scientific competence indicators used by OECD in PISA year 2015 are (1) 

describe phenomena scientifically, (2) design and evaluate scientific inquiry, and (3) 

interpreting data and evidence scientifically. Those indicators are compatible with HOTS 

perspectives as they need the three highest cognitive process dimension namely analyze, 
evaluate and create. To fostering students' scientific competency in science learning, 

teachers must be mastering it first. This study aims to get the teachers' scientific 

competence's profile based on OECD indicators in HOTS' perspective. From written test 

done by teachers, it was found that capability in performing those three scientific 
competence indicators are still in less qualified.  
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1   Introduction 

In science practice, scientific competence is important because of its relationship with the 

main cognitive abilities such as inductive and deductive reasoning, system thinking, critical 

decision, information transformation, constructing and communicating argument based on 

data, thinking in scale model and using science [1].  The aspects of scientific competence 

which were assessed by Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) 

in Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) year 2015 are explained 

phenomena scientifically, evaluate and design scientific inquiry, and interpret data and 

evidence scientifically. In science practice, scientific competence is important because of its 

relationship with the main cognitive abilities such as inductive and deductive reasoning, 

system thinking, critical decision, information transformation, constructing and 

communicating argument based on data, thinking in scale model and using science [1]. Those 

indicators of competence confirm with higher-order thinking skills' (HOTS) definition by 

Brookhart [2], since they supporting transfer process of knowledge and skills, applying critical 

thinking and generate problem-solving. The knowledge about science aspect covering 

comprehension on main facts and concepts, scientific theory's explanation about nature and 

technology artifacts, the procedure of gaining knowledge, and understand epistemic 

knowledge. Meanwhile, the aspect of attitude towards science is a set of attitudes that indicate 

interest in science and technology, science values, appropriate investigation approach, as well 

as perception and awareness about environmental issues. Therefore, mastery of scientific 

competence  
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Teachers play important roles in the implementation of the curriculum [3], as well as 

elementary school teachers in implementing an integrated curriculum included science in it. 

The ideal role of teachers is to guide their students in solving problems and conducting 

scientific projects, while books and subjects are considered as instruments of the learning 

process, not as the main source of knowledge [4]. However, the study of elementary school 

teachers' development related to science education is still rarely found. Perceptions and 

positive attitudes teachers towards learning science are still high in the context of integrative 

learning [5].  Elementary school teachers need to have adequate scientific competence when 

teaching using a scientific approach so that students succeed in achieving the target of 

scientific competence as well.  Prospective primary school teachers have more positive 

emotions and beliefs to succeed if they teach the fields of biological and geological sciences, 

rather than physics and chemistry [6]. 

The aim of this study is to obtain data on elementary school teachers' scientific (as the 

first involved teachers in basic science education) competence profile. This paper revealed 

profiles of elementary school teachers’ scientific competence based on the three aspects of 

scientific competence used by Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 

(OECD) in Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) year 2015.  The study 

intended to be the basis of the teacher development recommendations in basic science 

education. 

2   Method 

As this study concerned with basic science education,  the subjects were 35 teachers who 

are in charge of the upper level of elementary schools. The range of teaching experience of 

subject teachers is varied which then grouped into 8 months to 11 years (16 persons) and 12 

years to 36 years (19 persons) teaching experiences. Two of them hold a master's degree and 

others are bachelor degrees from various subjects. A written problem set was given to the 

teachers without prior notice or debriefing but only equipped with guidance to do the test.  

This is important since we wanted to identify the real up to dated data of competence' profile, 

without any initial treatment. 

The written problem set consists of three items in essay format to challenge the teachers 

to perform the scientific indicators; (1) making a concept map based on a provided text, (2) 

design and evaluate a simple science inquiry and (3) interpreting tables of data. Rather than 

provided blanks for free answers, the concept map used to examine the scientific competence's 

aspect of teachers in explaining phenomena scientifically. Concept maps are valuable tools for 

visualizing information in the mind and they provide gateways to meaningful learning [7]. The 

text provided as a conceptual base titled Rumah Adat Sunda, which is placed as the 

phenomena to be explained. The text is describing a model of Sundanese traditional houses, 

consist of a good deal of information related to the science context. In their concept map, 

teachers could show their ability in explaining contextual science information by organized 

them scientifically, including making as many as expected reasonable links among the 

information. The categories used to assess the concept map are type Net, Chain and Spoke [8]. 

These simple categories are used since almost all of the subject teachers have never practiced, 

or even know about how to make a concept map. Just to make the instruction more clear, an 

example of concept map type Net about another topic (Makanan Sehat) is given in the 

problem sheet, without the underlying text. 



 

 

 

 

To identify the competence’s aspect of design scientific inquiry, subject teachers must 

design an inquiry plan to test a hypothesis. The chosen inquiry is simple and possible to be 

carried out in elementary school, which is checking the volume of water with melting ice in it. 

The use of an alternative variable was also expected to be seen in the design.  Two data table 

is given in the third part of the problem set, consist of some information regarding daily 

weather in Bandung municipality in the previous two years given to subject teachers to be 

interpreted. The first table represents data of temperature, humidity, sun-exposed, wet days 

and the second table gave data of the wind velocity. Teachers must be determined when the 

rainy, dry and transition seasons occurred.  By that written task, the competence to interpret 

data and evidence scientifically was observed.   

3   Result and Discussion 

Written test results considered to detect the level of scientific competence of teachers are 

shown in Table 1. 

3.1   Explaining phenomena scientifically using a concept map 

There were five teachers (14%) still looked like they have no idea how to construct their 

re-explanation for written described phenomena into a map form, though the Net type has 

given as an example (shown just before the Rumah Adat Sunda text). Four teachers (12%)  

had tried to classify their explanation in a map form without any hierarchical structure and 

connection among subtopics (type Spoke), while 57% (20 teachers) already made the 

hierarchical structure (type Chain).  This result (see Table 1) parallels with a study result that 

both experts and novices in concept maps embraced deductive reasoning and preferred 

hierarchical type [7]. Even only with one or two connections, six teachers (17%) made 

concept map type Net that is represented their comprehension, critical thinking, and creativity 

deeper than the other subject teachers. A concept-map with the Net type represents meaningful 

learning [8]. 

Table 1.   The Level of scientific competence. 

Scientific competence  Data percentage (total 35 teachers) 

Explain phenomena 

scientifically 

Concept Map type 

Net 

17% 

Chain 

57% 

Spoke 

12% 

Not a map 

14% 

Designing and evaluating 

scientific inquiry 

Ability in designing and evaluate simple science practice 

Very good 

0% 

Good 

11% 

Fair 

46% 

Poor 

43% 

Interpreting data 

scientifically 

Ability in interpreting tables of data scientifically 

All are 

correct 
8% 

Mostly 

correct 
23% 

Some are 

correct 
26% 

One is 

correct 
20% 

Wrong 

answer 
23% 

 



 

 

 

 

Logical reasoning will be used in pursuing the acquisition of additional information to 

illustrate the links between concepts, throughout the process of concept mapping [9]. 

Therefore, a good concept map is one of the scientific explanation forms. The ability to 

construct a good concept map indicates one aspect of scientific competence viz explaining 

phenomena scientifically. A concept map is a visual representation of knowledge,  which is 

one of a helpful tool to visualize concepts, gain oversight of complex issues, capture global 

view by define and synthesis links, connections, approaches, and diagnosis [10].  Many 

studies tried to use concept-map as a tool in building and assessing understanding, critical 

thinking, pedagogical content knowledge, creativity, metacognitive, and network data [9-15].  

All of those built and assessed cognitive objects are in higher-order thinking skills' (HOTS) 

scope. The more HOTS engaged, the more complex logical correlation among concepts can be 

made on a map. 

Regardless of the less experienced in developing concept maps, these results indicate that 

elementary school teachers still lack skills to provide comprehensive explanations, including 

those related to science. This situation must be a serious concern because the teachers in 

elementary schools even have to deliver subjects in an integrated manner (thematic form). 

Supporters of integrated learning believed that schools can prepare their students to be citizens 

who are able to make decisions in a complex global world when they provide opportunities for 

their students to integrate and apply knowledge across subjects [16-18].  The purpose will only 

be achieved if teachers success blend the topics learned meaningfully. If the topics are related 

to science, the explanation which is the basis of learning must be conveyed scientifically too. 

3.2   Designing and evaluating scientific inquiry 

The competence's indicator of ability in design and evaluate scientific inquiry of 15 

elementary teachers (43% of participants) are still poor, provided false design and false 

scientific aspect. Only four teachers (11%) were able to provide fit inquiry design with its 

scientific aspects but without any supporting scheme or images. Almost half of the teachers 

(46%, 15 participants) only correct in one of their designs or scientific aspect of the inquiry. 

Some studies have shown that teachers in elementary schools still have a low attitude 

towards science learning because of their educational background gave inadequate experiences 

in conducting scientific research activities [19-20].  That is one reason which makes science 

learning in elementary schools commonly still deliver in knowledge-based and relies on 

guidance and memorization. Despite the teachers guided by the National Curriculum's Teacher 

Book, unfortunately, most of them conduct the class activities just like using the cook recipes, 

lack of exploring the cognitive process within it. Instead, the tendency to just follow the 

example activities in the Teacher Book made teacher's critical thinking and creativity in 

designing and evaluating their scientific inquiry also allegedly not developing. Just imitating 

the exemplified activities become not optimal in exploring higher-order thinking skills 

(HOTS) both for teachers and students. This study's result confirms the suspected condition. 

In the inquiry-based science learning (IBSL) and integrated learning of science, 

technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM), scientific inquiry and designing are the 

cores. An inquiry is used to answer the question and test the hypothesis in IBSL, while 

designing is the first step of engineering in STEM. Both are requiring HOTS to be 

implemented. Teacher participation determines the success of the IBSL and STEM teaching 

and learning process significantly [21], [22-23]. Therefore, it is very important to always 

explore and check how the teachers them self comprehend and mastering required HOTS 

before they conduct the IBSL and STEM teaching and learning process (even if just using 



 

 

 

 

provided learning scenarios) and assessed their student's HOTS.  Moreover, the teacher 

development program must concern to improving HOTS capacity of teachers as indicated in 

scientific competence. 

3.3   Interpreting data and evidence scientifically 

Three teachers (8%) succeeded in answering three pairs of questions about determination 

dry season and wet season periods correctly. The other 24 teachers (46%) were able to answer 

at least one pair of questions correctly. From eight teachers (23%) who gave the wrong 

answer, there was one teacher who even gives answers based on his assumptions, rather than 

referred to the available data. In this third part of the problem set, the competence to making a 

prediction is not yet detected. Even though, it can be assumed that respondents must read the 

pattern of the rainfall, wet days frequency, and wind velocity to determine the transition 

period. But there were still a few teachers who use the data of wind in the second table, 

especially to state when the transition season occurred. This was alleged because the teachers 

paid little attention to the conditions of the wind during the transition season. 

Science will always be connected with valid and reliable data. Data literacy is the ability 

to understand and use data effectively to make decisions. Interpreting data is one of the needed 

skill components in data literacy, besides developing a hypothesis, identify problems, and 

determine, plan, implement, and monitor courses of action [11].  Interpreting data 

scientifically means to analyze and evaluate data, claims, and arguments in a variety of 

representations and draw appropriate scientific conclusions [1].  Those are represented HOTS 

both in the cognitive process analyze, evaluate and create [24] and higher-order thinking skills 

(HOTS) definition category as critical thinking [2]. Without HOTS even scientific data will 

not be meaningful to be used. Ironically, teachers and educators found as subjects who still 

less in literacy awareness and less qualified in using data [25-26]. 

4.   Conclusions and recommendations  

Even the study just made a portrait of teachers' scientific competence's in Organisation for 

Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) indicator frames, many aspects can be 

learned from the result.  The written tasks which are used to assess the scientific indicator 

performances needed higher-order thinking skills (HOTS) to be done, thus it is relevant to 

discuss the result in HOTS' perspective.  Making a meaningful scientific network in a concept 

map was noted less mastered by teachers. It can indicate that the ability to explain phenomena 

scientifically still needs to be explored and improved.  In HOTS's perspective, it will 

especially deal with cognitive process dimensions of analyze and create and term transferring 

knowledge. The poor capability to designing and evaluating scientific inquiry must be 

correlated with the weakness to analyze, evaluate and create in cognitive process dimensions, 

whereas critical thinking and problem-solving capacity also still less honed. Since only 8% of 

teachers could answer correctly to all questions which are needed to interpret data 

scientifically, the cognitive process dimensions of analyzing and evaluation must be a 

concern, regarding the availability of critical thinking. 

Scientific competence is very important and can especially be developed in science-based 

learning. To foster student scientific competence, teachers must first master these 

competencies, including elementary school teachers through science-based thematic learning.  



 

 

 

 

The findings of this study show that the scientific competencies of elementary school teachers 

still need to be fostered through various forms of professional development programs, both 

through formal education for pre-service teachers, in-service training, activities in the teacher 

working group and experts assistance. Moreover, the scientific competence of teachers in 

higher-level schools (lower and higher secondary schools) are needed to be investigated as 

well. All of the efforts must be supported by a suitable learning and assessment system both 

for teachers and students. If the learning and assessment based on HOTS, hence scientific 

competence can be expected to be developed. 
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